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KINGSLEY PARK PARTNERS

Dora Prytherch chose to invest in a new horsebox

Auction bid that led to a horsebox!

Kingsley Park, given that we had paid
quite a lot of money for the prize. We
could not have been treated more
kindly.  

Isadora, then 13, was mesmerised by
the horses and the facilities at Kingsley
Park, as indeed we were with the sheer
quality of the Johnston operation. We
were treated to dinner that evening by
Mark and Charlie at the excellent
Wensleydale Heifer in nearby West
Witton. 

After breakfast the following
morning, we ventured out on to the
gallops. Despite the atrocious weather,
we had a tremendous time there as Mark
shared his time with us and gave us a
running commentary on the horses we
saw working.  

I was so impressed with the whole
operation and the wonderful way in
which we had been treated that I
decided to buy two shares in one of
Mark’s  partnerships, one for Isadora
and one for my wife and myself.
Fortunately for us, those shares just
happened to be in the Kingsley Park 10
partnership.

The rest, in a sense, is history. 
Our visit was in April of last year,

and come May the horses started
winning . . .  and winning . . .  and
winning. Victory Command was first on
to the scoresheet when he won at
Doncaster on May 19, and Seductive
Moment scored on his debut at Windsor
on May 28.

It was turning out to be a fantastic
investment already, but the icing on the
cake was provided when Dark Vision
produced that extraordinary run to land
the Group 2 Vintage Stakes at
Goodwood. However, when Mark
emailed us about the offer he had
received for Dark Vision, we had no
idea what sort of return we could expect
to receive for our relatively modest
investment in the partnership. 

Brochures

When the figures came through, I sat
down with my granddaughter and
suggested there were two ways in which
she could use her share of the proceeds.
One option would have been for her to
save it and put it aside for a better horse
as she grew older; alternatively, she
could replace her existing trailer with a
purpose-built horse box.  

Dora had clearly been doing her
research, and immediately produced
brochures from all the horsebox
manufacturers, so the die was cast! My
daughter Rebecca then helped out by
visiting four manufacturers before
deciding to place an order with Tatton.
Deirdre very kindly popped into their
pitch at the Horse of the Year Show at
the NEC in Birmingham and gave
Isadora’s choice her seal of approval. 

E had no idea when we
bought Lot Number 8 at a
charity auction for a “Day

at the Johnston Racing Stables in
Middleham”, just how lucky it would
turn out to be. 

We bid for the charity lot in order to
take our horse-mad granddaughter,
Isadora Prytherch, to the yard for a tour
of the facilities and a look at the horses.
My wife, Maria, was especially keen as
her family came from North Yorkshire,
just down the road from the stable near
Masham, and she loves that part of the
world. 

In true Johnston style, as we now
know, Mark and Deirdre insisted on
extending the proposed visit into an
overnight stay, dinner and tour of
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Peter Neumark, one of the partners in our
hugely successful Kingsley Park 10
partnership, shares with our readers the
story of how a donation to charity led to his

first involvement with Johnston Racing and a fantastic
investment for his granddaughter
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HIP NEWS

LL of our existing partnerships
enjoyed winners, and there
were a handful of spectacular

moments to savour as the season
progressed.

Kingsley Park 10 enjoyed an annus
mirabilis. All three of their runners,
Dark Vision, Victory Command and
Seductive Moment, won; the winning
strike rate for the year was 52.9%, with
nine winners from 17 runners; and prize-
money in excess of £183,000 was
earned. 

Their Dark Vision provided arguably
the performance of the year for any
Kingsley Park-based horse, landing the
Group 2 Vintage Stakes under a
tremendous ride from Silvestre de Sousa.
Victory Command, also a Listed winner
in the Pat Eddery Stakes at Ascot, looks
set to become the first Kingsley Park
partnership runner in Dubai in February.

After his Goodwood triumph, Dark
Vision was bought by Godolphin, as a
result of which the partners received a
fantastic return on their original
investment!

Kingsley Park 9 – Ready To Run also
had a marvellous strike rate of 19%.
From 47 runners, nine winners were
recorded – six for Poet’s Society and
three for Mambo
Dancer. The horses
earned more than
£160,000 in prize-

money, and Poet’s Society will forever
be remembered as winner number 4,194
in Mark’s career. That York day in
August will always be special for Mark
and Deirdre, and many of the partners
were there to enjoy the thrill of the
moment. The gallant Poet’s Society also
sold well at the sales, boosting the return
to partners as the partnership came to a
close.

Although not quite as successful, our
other partnerships still managed to get
among the winners. For Kingsley Park 8,
Diviner managed to win twice, landing
novice auction events at Wolverhampton
and Hamilton, and for Kingsley Park 6,
Poetic Steps landed a Musselburgh
handicap over an extended mile and a
half in May and finished second on no
fewer than three occasions.

Given this fabulous record of success,
there was an unprecedented level of
demand when we issued our partnership
offers for the current year, as a result of
which we look forward to seeing
representatives of Kingsley Park
partnerships 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 all
running in the blue and green of
Kingsley Park. 

Here’s hoping 2019 will be just as
special for the team!
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A fabulous year 

to remember

2018 proved a vintage year for
the Kingsley Park partnerships
as the winners kept on coming

The 4.5 ton vehicle was delivered at
the end of November. The look of
sheer joy on my granddaughter’s face
when she saw it for the first time was
something to behold - and I understand
her Connemara pony, Mojo, is
extremely happy too! 

To say that we were lucky with our
investment is a huge understatement
but we are absolutely thrilled with our
experiences to date and immensely
grateful to Mark, Deirdre, Charlie and
all the team at Kingsley Park who
have been instrumental in this
incredible story. It’s fantastic that
Isadora should have such a tangible,
and valuable, reminder of how well
the partnership had done.

And we still have another full year
of fun stretching before us!

Interested in
becoming a KP

partner?
Only a few shares
left  in KP 14. Visit

our website for
more info

Dark Vision 
and Silvestre 
de Sousa win

the Group 2
Vintage Stakes

at Glorious
Goodwood

Dora with her pony Mojo 


